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January 6, 2022 
 
Submitted via www.regulations.gov  
 
Honorable Rohit Chopra, Director 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
Attn: Comment Intake-Section 1071  
Small Business Lending Data Collection 
1700 G. Street NW 
Washington, DC 20552 
Email: 2021-NPRM-1071@cfpb.gov 
 
Re:  Request for Public Comment: Small Business Data Collection Under the Equal Credit 
Opportunity Act (Regulation B), Docket No. CFPB-2021-0015, RIN-3170-AA09.1 
 
Dear Director Chopra: 
 

The Mississippi Bankers Association (“MBA”), the only trade group representing the 
commercial banking industry in Mississippi, was organized in 1889 by thirty-one local bankers. 
Today, our membership includes more than 80 financial institutions and every bank holding 
FDIC-insured deposits headquartered in the state. Sixty-eight of our members are chartered in 
Mississippi, and the vast majority are small, local, community bankers. In fact, all but four of the 
banks chartered in Mississippi have assets of less than $10 billion. We appreciate the opportunity 
to write to you to express our significant concerns regarding the potential impact of the CFPB’s 
current proposed rulemaking on small businesses and community banking throughout 
Mississippi. Mississippi’s hometown banks care greatly for small businesses, which are the 
economic heartbeat of our state, and we have great concern with this rule in its current form.   
 

I. Introduction 
 
Small business is the backbone of the Mississippi economy, and like most of rural America it is a 
critical source of employment in nearly every Mississippi community. In fact, according to the 
U.S. Census Bureau, Mississippi led the nation with greater than a sixty percent increase in new 
business formation in 20202 – the vast majority of these were small businesses. Small businesses 

 
1 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Small Business Lending Data Collection Under the Equal Credit 
Opportunity Act (Regulation B), 86 Federal Register 56356, October 8, 2021. 
2 https://www.census.gov/econ/bfs/index.html - according to this data Mississippi saw a 61.2% increase in new 
business formation in 2020.   



are critical in rural states like Mississippi, and our member banks are dedicated to supporting 
these businesses, as demonstrated by the Small Business Administration’s Paycheck Protection 
Program (PPP). Indeed, Mississippi led the nation in making loans of less than $150,000. 
According to analysis of PPP prepared by the American Bankers Association: 
 

 Mississippi lenders ranked number 1 among all states and territories with regards to share 
of PPP loans that were less than $150K, less than $100K, and less than $50K 

o 96.2% of all Mississippi PPP loans were less than $150K 
o 94.0% of all Mississippi PPP loans were less than $100K 
o 88.7% of all Mississippi PPP loans were less than $50K 

 
Because small business lending is foundational to the Mississippi economy, the MBA 

appreciates the opportunity to provide comments to the Bureau’s Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking on the proposed rule (“Proposal”) that would “implement changes to the Equal 
Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) made by section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act). After reviewing the provisions of the Proposal 
with our members, we urge the CFPB to revise its Proposal to avoid causing potentially 
irreparable harm to small business lending and the community banking system that was 
instrumental in successfully helping America’s small businesses navigate the unprecedented 
COVID-19 pandemic. Overall, the MBA believes this Proposal will: 

 

 Limit access to small business lending, especially for the very businesses the Proposal 
is intended to benefit 

 Be overly burdensome to community banks due to duplicative reporting and firewall 
requirements 

 Significantly impair and harm relationship banking, which you have so eloquently 
advocated for in the past3 

 Negatively impact small business borrowers by creating new privacy concerns and 
impairing competitiveness 

 
This Proposal is extremely broad and includes many facets. We have limited this letter 

addressing the following requirements, which we believe will be extremely harmful to banks and 
small businesses across Mississippi:  
 

 The unfeasible firewall requirements that disproportionately harm smaller banks and 
create customer confusion 

 The inclusion of discretionary data reporting requirements beyond those imposed by 
the Dodd-Frank Act 

 The publication of datapoints that pose an undue privacy risk for applicants, 
especially those in rural areas 

 The short time frame banks will have to come into compliance with this broad rule 
 

 
3 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/written-testimony-director-rohit-chopra-before-senate-
committee-banking-housing-urban-affairs/  



Finally, the Mississippi Bankers Association thanks the CFPB for the opportunity to make the 
following recommendations to lessen the negative impact of this overly burdensome proposal: 
 

 Eliminate the firewall provisions, or at the least, provide a thoughtful exemption. 
 Eliminate the discretionary data reporting requirements that were not required by the 

Dodd-Frank Act. 
 Broaden the current exemptions to include both a mission-driven exemption  and a 

geographic-based exemption for rural banks to allow for greater access to credit for 
rural small businesses rather than additional barriers. 

 Extend the compliance deadline, or at the least, stagger the compliance date by 
providing smaller banks with additional time to comply with the final rule. 

 
 

A. The Firewall Requirements Imposed By This Proposal Will Unfairly Target Smaller 
Banks and Limit Access to Small Business Lending 
 
We are especially concerned that the Proposal’s “firewall” provisions would significantly 

increase the cost and burden for smaller banks to engage in small business lending. This 
increased burden and compliance cost will actually limit access to credit for small businesses, 
including many of the very small businesses that the Proposal is intended to benefit. 

 
The Proposal would require financial institutions to restrict employee access to certain 

borrower demographic information. While this is doubtlessly a well-intentioned requirement, it 
will be extremely challenging or even impossible to implement for most banks in Mississippi. 
Bankers in small, rural communities like most of those in our state will find this exceedingly 
difficult to comply with for two reasons. First, small town banks often have limited staffing 
capacity which will make the firewall impossible to uphold.  Additionally, living in rural 
communities often involve deep, long held relationships that foster familiarity. The familiarity 
that individuals have with other community members is one of the important social benefits of 
living in a rural community, but it makes this firewall provision even more difficult to maintain.  

 
Importantly, the Bureau’s proposal recognizes that those small and rural institutions will 

be challenged by this provision. The Proposal allows that lender unable to comply with the 
“firewall” provisions may notify the applicant of the underwriter’s access to the applicable 
demographic information and disclose that the bank will not discriminate on the basis of such 
information. We appreciate the Bureau’s acknowledgement that this provision will be 
challenging for small and rural institutions. However, requiring small, rural banks and other 
lenders to provide this notice to applicants will unnecessarily create confusion for borrowers and 
cause many to incorrectly worry that their race or ethnicity might factor into a lender’s credit 
decision.  

 
Additionally, this “firewall” provision creates a competitive disadvantage for smaller 

community banks that must opt into the notification regime could potentially lose customers to 
lenders that are able to meet the firewall requirements. If a small business borrower is confused 
or concerned upon receiving a disclosure, that business very well may seek to meet its credit 
needs through a larger lender, potentially even an online lender that lacks the local knowledge 
that community banks provide their small business customers. 



 
During recent remarks in a Congressional hearing, you spoke eloquently about the 

importance of relationship lending,4 but this firewall provision and the accompanying disclosure 
regime could harm the relationship lending model for small and rural lenders, and we urge you to 
reconsider this provision.   

 
 
 

B. The Proposal’s Discretionary Data Reporting Requirements Would Unnecessarily 
Burden Banks While Potentially Harming Many Small Businesses 

 
We understand that the Dodd Frank Act requires 12 mandatory datapoints for collection, 

we are concerned with the Bureau’s decision to require additional discretionary datapoints. Many 
of the non-statutory data fields are either duplicative to other reporting requirements, and others 
create significant privacy concerns for borrowers. We worry these privacy issues may actually 
harm the small businesses by discouraging some from seeking credit products all together. We 
believe the following data fields should be reconsidered.  
 

I. Race and Ethnicity 
 
First, the MBA urges the Bureau to remove the Proposal’s requirement placing banks in 

the untenable position of  guessing a borrower’s ethnicity or race based on visual observation or 
surname analysis. Currently, the Proposal would require the bank to perform a visual assessment 
or surname analysis if meeting with the applicant in-person if the applicant does not provide 
information on the race and ethnicity of the business borrower. While other datapoints allow a 
bank to record the applicant’s choice to decline to provide the requested information, the Bureau 
unfortunately chose not to allow such an option for this datapoint. Recently, the SBA Paycheck 
Protection Program allowed businesses to voluntarily provide their racial and ethnicity data, and 
the vast majority chose not to do so. We see no reason to believe that sentiment has changed, and 
we anticipate that most borrowers in Mississippi, no matter their ethnicity, would prefer to not 
record their race or ethnic background on any bank documents. This likely outcome will leave 
many loan officers in the unfair position of guessing their customers race and ethnicity, with 
many of these guesses potentially being inaccurate. Inaccuracies will in turn harm the Bureau’s 
attempts to more accurately identify broad demographic trends in our nation’s small business 
credit markets.   

 
Importantly, this requirement will make many small businesses uncomfortable seeking 

future credit when they learn their lender guessed their demographic information.. Requiring 
lenders to guess this information will not benefit these businesses, but such guesswork does risk 
discouraging small business applicants from seeking funds to grow their businesses, especially 
the very business applicants the Bureau is focused on supporting such as small businesses owned 
by women or minorities.  We urge that the guessing provisions be removed.   

 
 

 
4 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/written-testimony-director-rohit-chopra-before-senate-
committee-banking-housing-urban-affairs/ 



II. NAICS Codes 
 

The NAICS code datapoint is another not required by Dodd-Frank, and its inclusion in 
the current proposal does not serve any purpose sufficient to justify the substantial risks it poses 
for small businesses. NAICS codes are used to classify the business according to their applicable 
service, industry, or product. Publication of a borrower’s NAICS code along with some of the 
statutorily required data will create opportunities for borrowers to be identified by the data they 
provide.  NAICS codes make it easy to determine whether a borrower is a health care provider, 
retail store, restaurant, or other type of business. Given the rural nature of much of Mississippi, 
this determination alone could immediately identify a borrower if that borrower is the only 
business in that area that would fit that NAICS code. The significant privacy risk associated with 
combining NAICS codes with statutorily collected data is reason enough to remove this 
provision from the final rule.  
 
 

III. Pricing Information 
 

While the MBA strongly urges the Bureau to remove all the discretionary datapoints 
from its Proposal, we also wish to emphasize the importance for removing pricing information 
reporting requirements. While reporting this information would be fairly easy for the lender, the 
publication of this information will create significant risks for both the bank and the customer. 
First, by publishing pricing information, the Bureau is creating additional competitive risks for 
the bank, as it will be very disadvantageous for many banks to have the Bureau essentially 
provide their competitors with this information. Perhaps more importantly, the publication of 
pricing data information will create significant privacy and business confidentiality risks for 
small businesses. Many of these businesses will become very upset when they discover that their 
loan terms will now be made public and could be identified through reverse engineering using 
other data.  

 
Indeed, this is a significant concern in a state like Mississippi where the small size of 

many of our communities can make it very simple to reverse-engineer published information to 
learn the terms of individual business’s loans. Finally, the publication of this information can 
result in misunderstandings and misconceptions from customers, competitors, and the public. For 
example, collateral, credit risk, repayment history, and the deal’s complexity all play significant 
roles in leading to different pricing terms for two otherwise similar customers. While examiners 
and lenders may see two very different businesses when reviewing these metrics, the businesses 
themselves and the general public will not understand these differences. We therefore urge the 
CFPB to remove the reporting of the pricing information datapoint currently considered from the 
final rule. 
 

IV. Application Method 
 

Finally, we ask the Bureau to remove the Proposal’s requirement to report the application 
method as being in-person, online, via telephone, or via mail. For most of our small banks in 
Mississippi, their emphasis upon relationship banking means that this datapoint will be very 
difficult for the bank to determine, and therefore difficult to report. In many cases, loan officers 



may have multiple conversations, through a variety of methods, before an official “application” 
under consideration of Regulation B is ever received by the bank. Our members are not currently 
collecting this datapoint, and it does not have any bearing on their underwriting or pricing of 
small business loans. We therefore urge the Bureau to remove this unnecessary and complicated 
requirement. 
 

C. The Bureau’s Intent to Publish Various Datapoints Causes Many Undue Privacy 
Risks for Banks and Small Businesses  

 
In addition to the burden this Proposal would impose among financial institutions of all 

sizes, especially many small, rural banks that are vital in providing credit for small businesses 
across Mississippi, the Proposal’s reporting requirements could also directly harm many small 
businesses the Bureau is seeking to protect. The Proposal would require banks to report the 
applicable collected data to the Bureau each year, with some data being published by the Bureau. 
The MBA understands that section 1071 requires the publication of some of this data. However, 
the Bureau also has the authority and the discretion to choose to forgo publishing datapoints that 
pose an undue and unnecessary privacy risk to businesses. Further, the MBA is concerned that 
the Bureau will not be publishing its methodology for its privacy-balancing test to determine 
which data will be made publicly available until the rule is final and the applicable data has 
already been collected. 

 
The publication of certain datapoints for small business lending could actually harm those 

applicants or other small businesses because any traceable data will create privacy risks for 
businesses. . Despite the “anonymized” data, there is significant risk that publication of multiple 
datapoints will create substantial potential to identify specific businesses. The MBA understands 
that the Bureau will not be publishing any personally identifiable information, but, as we noted 
earlier in this letter, we worry that the data collected can still be reverse engineered. This creates 
very real risks that small businesses could have important competitive information about their 
business made available to the public. 

 
For many small business applicants, especially in rural areas like much of Mississippi, 

these privacy concerns pose an undue risk that could harm a business’s ability to grow.  Creating 
new privacy concerns will likely disincentivize some small businesses from seeking credit 
opportunities to avoid taking on this risk. In Mississippi, our bankers are well aware that many 
small business owners are concerned with the risk to their businesses if sensitive information is 
published and competitors or others are able to learn about a business’s financial situation.  

 
To avoid the significant risks posed by the potential publication of data that could be used 

to identify applicants, we urge the CFPB to aggregate certain datapoints and eliminate the 
required collection of discretionary datapoints that could be used to identify applicants. Small 
businesses will benefit greatly if the Bureau chooses to prioritize business privacy and minimize 
the amount of borrower data made public.    
 
 
 



D. The Proposed Compliance Deadline is Unduly Short And Makes Compliance for 
Smaller Banks Even More Burdensome and Costly 

 
Finally, the MBA is concerned that the relatively short compliance time frame of only 18 

months will be unworkable for most banks.  This rule creates an extensive and burdensome 
regime that drastically reshapes small business lending. The proposed small bank exemption is 
so low that nearly every bank in Mississippi will be considered a covered institution, including 
many small banks that are not currently HMDA-filers. Complying with this rule in only 18 
months will be difficult for all banks, but it will be especially challenging for the many rural 
institutions that have no HMDA experience. These banks in particular will be required to create 
completely new processes to comply with reporting requirements.  

 
Because the Bureau’s Proposal is so different from current practices, the core providers 

that small banks rely on currently do not possess the necessary tools to help banks comply. As a 
result, there will be an unknown delay before the software and programs banks will need to 
comply can be developed. s. The development, due diligence, implementation, and integration of 
new programming necessary to comply with this rule will take time, and we expect every bank in 
our state to face difficulty in completing this withing the 18-month window. 

 
Instead, the MBA urges the Bureau to establish a longer compliance deadline for all 

financial institutions, of at least 30 months following the date of publication of the final rule in 
the Federal Register. Alternatively, we ask the Bureau to stagger the compliance date for certain 
banks, by providing them with additional time to comply with the final rule so that unanticipated 
issues can be resolved, necessary software can be developed, and appropriate venders can be 
found. Banks that do not currently participate in HMDA reporting, and banks that serve 
primarily rural and underserved areas will likely need more time to comply than money-center 
banks that serve communities larger than we have in Mississippi.   
 

II. Conclusions 
 

We appreciate the Bureau’s consideration of the concerns we have shared in this letter.  
Our hope is that your final rule will adjust address the concerns we have raised. In addition to 
implementing the suggestions we have already made; we urge you to consider the following 
recommendations: 
 

A. The CFPB Should Exempt Mission-Based Banks, From Coverage Under This Rule 
 

When the Bureau implemented the Qualified Mortgage/Ability to Repay rule it wisely 
chose to exempt mission-driven institutions from compliance. This decision helped ensure that 
economically distressed areas did not suffer a reduction in mortgage credit availability as the 
new rule was implemented and lenders absorbed new compliance cost. As you are aware, many 
communities in our state are full of chronic poverty, and mission-driven lenders like 
Mississippi’s CDFI banks need a great deal of flexibility and support to support their 
communities’ needs. This was an important realization the Bureau made in forming the 
QM/ATR rule, and we encourage you to apply the same logic to this small business data 
collection rule. We urge you to include an exemption for CDFI banks in the final rule.  



 
B. The Bureau Should Implement a Rural and and Small Bank Exemption  

 
Similarly, in finalizing the QM/ATR Rule, the Bureau recognized that rural communities 

face unique challenges and wisely exempted certain rural and small banks from compliance. We 
commended the CFPB for this decision and again believe that this logic should also influence the 
final rule implementing section 1071. We urge you to develop and implement an exemption 
based on the geographic footprint a bank serves. For example, the Bureau should consider 
exempting loans made in certain rural census tracts or consider exempting lenders that do not do 
business in MSAs. There are many options, and we encourage you to consider each of them.   
 
C. The Current Activity Threshold is Too Low 

 
The current threshold of exempting lenders that make 25 covered loans is too low and 

must be increased. As you have so eloquently state, relationship lending is critical in small 
communities.  However, the existing threshold is so broad that many relationship lenders will 
face extreme challenges in complying with this rule. We urge you to consider a substantial 
increase in the activity threshold. Raising this number substantially will help relationship lenders 
better serve their communities.   

 
We offer each of the critiques and suggestions made in this letter in an earnest attempt to 

help you understand the challenges we believe the Proposal will create for small businesses 
around Mississippi. Small businesses are the economic life blood in our state. We have no 
Fortune 500 Companies headquartered here, instead we have thousands of locally owned, 
family-run small businesses that are critical pieces of their communities. If this rule is not 
significantly adjusted, it will create substantial new burdens on many of them. For the sake of 
these businesses, we hope you will consider each of the suggestions we have made here as you 
finalize this rule.   
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Gordon Fellows 
President, Mississippi Bankers Association  


